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[Answcr any lgq questions from the folf"ullrlft *. i, ,fre right margin indicate tull marks']

l(a). Find the characteristic polynomial, Eigen values and Eigen vector for the following matrix

fl 3\n=1, 
o)

l(b). (t-li 5+8r\tt
t_et l=l -3 3-Tilrhen frnd Ao.

[-o-, si )
l(c). /l z\

"' = l, , .1' 'ntn 
find A3and A-1 '

2(a). State Cayley Hamilton'stheorem. Veri! Cayley Hamilton's theorem for the matrix

11 2 01
l=lz -t o l.Alsofind/-1loo-il

2(b). Define Eigen value and Eigen vectors. Find the Eigen value and

vecrors ofthe mat r" 
^ 

= (k :)
11

"u'' *u, ,r.*onical form of a matrix? const.", $,. ,nut i* / = ( 
j

oanonical form and find its rank.

3(b)' Defure diugonalization of matrices. Diagonalize the mahixA = (l )
3(c)' what is orthogonal matrix? If A is orthogonal mahix then show that,4-1 is also

orthogonal' 
Part B

[Answu any @ questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full mafks.l

4(a), Find the area of the triangle having vertices at P(1'3,2) , QQ,-1,1) 616 X(-1,2,3)

4(b)' tr i = o,i + ori * ori i = b,i + brj + cri and e = r,i + cri +",i' th"n show that

05

02

conesponding Eigen 04

7 L -1\ 03

'n r t)-

br
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A\B xC)

4(c). Prove that

la. a^

=lb, b2

1", c2

the law of

a.rl
t---

D,l and then Prove that 7.18,i1= B.<e *el=C.<,e"Al

"rl

slne's angle for a plane triangle by using vector. 04

045(a). Illustrate the physicat significance ofGradient, Divergence and Curl.

Prove that v'?1!; = 6r
5(b) If p = (Bxyz)i- y2l , evaluate I" F.d, where C is the curve in the ry plane

, / = 8r2,from (0,0) to (1.2)

5(c). A fluid motion is given by V=(x+y+az)i+ftx+3y-z)j+(3x+cy+z) for what value ofa,b,e the
motion is inotational?

6(a)' State Green's theorem. Vcrifu Green's theorr- ur rc \r.y + y2) dx + x2 dy
where C is the closed curve c ,.ed by y=x andy=8x2,

6(b). Prove that z " ' -,rla!er syrrlru is orthogonal.
6(c)' epply - -.e, ...iorem to evaluate lJ, u. nds,where s is the surface ofthe cylinder

x2 + -. a2 bounded by the planes z=0,2=h and where uix-jy-kz.

7(a).
7(b).

What is solenoidial? Justify the vector V=(x+3y)i+(y-22)j+(x-22)k besolenoidial .

lf A=
C. (i)The shargrr lirre i,urrr \v,v,v./ !v \-,-,-,/, d,v,. rv \r,,,v, \.,-,., ,\,.,
straight line joining (0,0,0) and (1, | 1).

7(c)' If a = 2xyz2 ,ri=xyi-zj+x2kand C is the cuwe x4,y--2t d from t=0 to Fl,evat'

line integrals J Fxdr
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